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RULOMATİK™
OTOMATSAN
Otomatsan is the current authorized owner of the Rulomatik™ trademark. The industrial
center in Bursa where Europe and Asia meet, with its software, hardware, mechatronics,
electronic industry, paint industry; With its headquarters, production facility, and logistics
centers, Rulomatik™ brand management manages entrepreneurial organizations with a
multi-focused vision. It is a company that produces more than 5500 high-tech electronic
devices annually with the production and logistics facility in Bursa Organized Industrial
Zone and Görükle industrial zone in a total closed area of 7500 m². Celebrating its tenth
year in 2021 and the sixth year of our Rulomatik brand, our company is also increasing its
technical infrastructure and production power day by day as a successful manufacturer.

Trade global, quality
manufacturer
Our international manufacturer
company, which celebrated its ten year
in 2021, has been increasing it
technical infrastructure and production
power day by day as a successful
producer.

Automatic vending machines, disposable inner reservoir products, cleaning and hygiene
equipment production, software and accessories production and shipment to all over the
world.
Company Establishment Year 2011. Trademark Rulomatik Promotion Year 2015
*(Otomatsan Makine Tekstil Elektronik Sanayi Ticaret Limited Şirketi Mersis No:
0649054364800010 Trade Registry No: 92598. CE European Certificate of Conformity
No 17/AC.C0045 and 17/AC.C0046)
7500 m2 closed area and 1500 m2 open area.
16 International, continental and regional Patents.
Global trading power and global manufacturing power.
Expert and experienced brand management.
The average seniority of our employees is 5 years.

We have work partners
based in the worldwide
Every product that it produces and
develops, with the contribution it provides
to its customers and the sector it serves,
concludes its projects with the awareness
of, ''social benefit'' while also paying
attention to the environment and human
health. In addition to contributing greatly
to the World economy with these values,
company continues to use its resources to
develop all its layers from supplier to
consumer.

A prestigious
manufacturer in
international trade!
In particular, is involved in peopleoriented
productions
with
an
understanding that goes beyond being a
manufacturer. Our company places
importance on the activities that will
increase the motivation of the employees
and the social responsibility projects
culture-art activities

Catchy cleaning innovation
Our commitment to your success
Our goal is to make you successful today and in the future. We do this by fulfilling your current
requirements while considering your future needs.
That's why we provide you with a high level of standardization in methods, systems, and
processes throughout your operations and blend this with an equally high level of customizability.
By doing this, we can help you improve your customer offers, your own profile, and the
productivity of your staff today, while simultaneously equipping you with cleaning systems that
can be easily adjusted to the needs of tomorrow. Preparing for such a future is only part of our
commitment to excellence in technology, innovation, and the quality of our products, processes,
and services.

Our vast knowledge
of the market
We know your market and its conditions. For years we
have developed and produced pioneering cleaning
solutions. With this in mind, we offer several other
benefits that highlight our competence and experience
in the professional cleaning business:
Ergonomics, function and design are the main focus
points in the product development process.
Our products offer best-in-class efficiency and
performance
We work for solutions that support global sustainability

Our Continuous
Improvement Effort

Be Ahead
With Us

A company that rests on its laurels is sure
to fall behind. That’s why we’re
constantly busy with improving and
changing our winning ideas to become
even better at what we do.

"Innovation for professionals" is our guiding
principle in this process, that is, we meet our
customers on equal terms and carefully
consider their opinions. With each new
development, we try to exceed our own limits
as well as their expectations. After all, we
didn't want to swim with the current, we
wanted to be ahead. Everything from the
smallest fabric to our vision for the future of
cleaning fits this idea.

The Key To Success Is
Exceptional Quality
Our R&D and P&D centers and
independent laboratories test for
exceptional quality.

Profit From the Highest
Level Of Quality
State-of-the-art research and development,
the best selection of materials, sustainable
manufacturing methods and extensive
testing of all our cleaning solutions.
This quality reflects positively not only on our
brand but also on all businesses that use our
products. Working with us is as smart as it is
profitable.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Use environmentally friendly raw materials in production.
Prevent waste.
Provide recycling.
Dispose of irreversible ones regularly.

Trust Our Business Ethic
* We are leaders, not followers – we believe in creating a climate of continuous development and
improvement of products, processes, systems and human relationships.
* We develop complete solutions rather than individual products that not only make it easy to use but
also save money .
* Our offer has been developed to meet the current and future needs of consumers, we are only
satisfied when you are satisfied.
* We plan to stay one step ahead and every year we invest heavily in developing concepts and
solutions that strengthen your business position in the industry.
* We never stop learning - we build extensive networks in contiguous and distant knowledge areas
to gain innovative cleaning tools and new ideas.

SOCIALRESPONSIBILITY POLICY
Otomatsan acts with a sense of responsibility towards its
employees, customers, suppliers, solution partners and the
environment in all decisions it takes, along with the benefit
it will provide to the user of every product it produces and
develops, and carries out studies by developing Project
examples with the principle of "social benefit". In line with
these efforts, it continues to support economic,
environmental, cultural and social development with a
sense of social responsibility for a sustainable world.

QUALITY CERTIFICATES
Using modern technologies, Otomatsan develops reliable products that meet the expectations of its
customers, are easily accessible and available, and resolutely implements national and international
quality regulations in its sector in the period from the raw material stage to the order delivery stage.

Schedule a call with us: contact.rulomatik.com

Contact us: factory@rulomatik.com

Rulomatik™
Our world is experiencing an increasing demand for products that are needed and
that make the lives of individuals easier. Rulomatik is here to make everything easier.
We offer international solutions for microfiber car drying towels, sports towels,
colorful cardboard mats for car interiors, worshiping products, hygiene products to
pre-canon customers through a network of distribution centers that are directly
owned by regional dealers or country distributors.

rulomatik.com/business
Rulomatik Headquarter areowned and operated by licensed distributorship of Rulomatik (TR) Limited in the Turkey.
© 2021 Mail Rulomatik Visit www.rulomatik.com orcall +90 850 650 1111 for the location of your nearest store.
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